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Zoom and students of all ages undertook

as many online challenges, Zoom

performances, video recordings and

competitions as their teachers could

conceive. Children not yet old enough to

play instruments had a weekly online

class with their parents/carers, whilst

children and young people aged three

and above had weekly small-group

instrumental lessons, as well as a

musicianship class. We offered three

sessions each week to children over the

age of four. For our younger and less

advanced groups, there were two

instrumental lessons and one musician-

ship class each week, and for our older

and more experienced players we offered

one instrumental lesson, one ensemble

rehearsal and one musicianship class. 

 

Year in
Review

Looking back on this challenging

year, we proudly reflect on the

achievements of our students and

express gratitude for the continued

encouragement from our community

and supporters.

In September we welcomed 330 students

to the start of another year at Nucleo,

online. Our teachers continued to see us

through the pandemic with energy,

creativity, patience and good humour.

New starters as young as three embarked

on their first instrumental lessons over
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Although these ensemble sessions took

place in relatively small groups, we wanted

to maintain the experience of playing as a

group for these musicians. Unfortunately

we weren’t able to continue our Traveller

Programme due to Covid-restrictions at

the schools where it is normally held,

however we are planning to resume this

programme from September 2021. 

We made improvements to our teaching

programme, with five instrumental

specialists hired to support our

increasingly advanced musicians. The

Stripes group for our advanced younger

strings players continues to make great

progress. We also launched a woodwind-

specific group for players from beginner

to grade 3 called the Wonderwinds. 

In May we were thrilled to be able to

resume some in-person sessions in

reduced groups of up to 15. At this point

we began offering one face-to-face class a

week to children across all groups, while

continuing their other classes online. By

the end of the academic year this had

increased to two in-person classes a week.

Despite sessions being held in small

groups with social distancing, it was

wonderful to be able to play together

again. Many of our newest musicians

came into school for their first in-person

lessons ever, and we couldn’t believe how

much they had already learned. Our

intention from September 2021 is to run

all sessions in person. 
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online learning an especially challenging

one, given its inherent downsides. We

believed strongly from the outset that

offering something was better than

nothing; the question remains as to how

much better. With this year coinciding

with the first year of our formal

evaluation programme, it is difficult

answer this question objectively due to

the lack of pre-existing data. However, we

do report strong evaluation results;

children and young people have

continued to make progress and demand

for the programme has increased. It is on

this basis that we judge the last 12 months

to have been successful. Children who

started learning instruments online 

    

Although there were some positives to

online learning, making music as a group

from separate locations over Zoom

presented a tough challenge. We believe

that in-person playing and learning is far

superior for children’s social and musical

development, and this is reflected in the

majority preference amongst our children

to play side by side; however, should any

future restrictions be imposed we are

prepared to revert to online learning.

The conditions for learning music have

been far from ideal over the last year, but

we are nevertheless proud of the success

of our online programme. We aspire to

offer children the best possible learning

experience, which has made the shift to 
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have been particularly impressive. We

were initially concerned that it would not

be possible to teach this group remotely,

all the more so due to the young age of

some of our new starters; yet, with support

from their parents, they got off to a

promising start. 

Our more experienced students have

continued to grow from strength to

strength. During the course of the year 46

children took ABRSM examinations, with

14 achieving distinction, including two at

Grade 8. This coming September 5 more

Nucleo students will be joining the Royal

College of Music  Junior Programme or

the RCM / Future Talent programme, 

where they will join the 8 Nucleo

students already studying there. 

Over the course of the last year, we have

been supporting our most promising

young musicians through the Roger

Horchow Scholarship programme, which

has enabled 30 of our most committed

and capable young musicians to receive

weekly individual or paired lessons on

their instrument. This is in addition to

the group rehearsals and group lessons in

which they take part. Four Horchow

scholars have been admitted to the Royal

College of Music Junior Department for

the coming year.
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The restrictions caused by the pandemic

meant that we were not able to showcase

our students’ talent in the usual way.

However, we have reconciled this setback

with digital performances that have taken

place throughout the year. In December

we celebrated Giving Tuesday with an

online recital emceed by two of Nucleo’s

longest-standing students, and featuring

performances by students aged 4 to 14. In

January our students began preparing

repertoire for Nucleo’s first ever

performance with guest soloists and

conductor. This project was created to

motivate and inspire our North

Kensington Children’s Orchestra through

online lessons, by giving them an event to

look forward to and the experience of
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playing alongside some incredible

professional musicians. Violinist Braimah

Kanneh-Mason, singer-songwriter Ella

Knight and conductor Natalia Luis Bassa met

with the children over Zoom, and we

worked toward an audience-less but in-

person performance in July which we

recorded and later streamed on our

YouTube channel. We purposefully chose

musicians of colour to reflect the majority in

our own orchestras, as our students may not

often see Global Majority performers

represented onstage, either with or in

professional orchestras. The  same is true for

female conductors in a male-dominated

profession, and we were very privileged that

our students had the opportunity to work

with these three inspiring musicians.
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“I loved playing with Braimah because

he gave us lots of tips and advice on

how to play the pieces and also he

improvised on the way he played and

gave us a few improvisation tips.” 

“I really enjoyed working with Natalia

because she made it really fun and

really motivated me to play at my best.” 

Members of the North Kensington

Children’s Orchestra share their

experience of the recording 

These talented professionals are

wonderful role models and the chance to

work with them provided terrific 

 motivation for our young musicians

during a difficult year. The recorded

performance was presented by our

students and 163 people tuned in to watch

it on the night, with many more still

viewing it on our YouTube channel. It

was heartening to finish this challenging

year on such a high note. 

“It was really fun to record this

concert because I was able to get

together with my friends again.” 



Governing Document

In June 2021 the charity completed its

conversion to a Charitable Incorporated

Organisation, regulated solely by the

Charity Commission. The charity is

controlled by its constitution. 

 

Organisation Structure

The trustees have overall authority for the

charity, determining its strategic direction

and ensuring compliance. Lucy Maguire,

the founder and CEO, and Sophie

Drysdale, the COO, report regularly to the

board and work closely with the co-chairs.

Recruitment, Appointment, Induction

and Training of Trustees

The trustees consider that a board size of

six members is appropriate.

 

Trustees are recruited with a view to filling

any gaps in the expertise that we identify as

important for a balanced and capable

board. Before being appointed, 

all potential trustees attend one or two

meetings as an observer, make a site visit to

see the project in action, and meet with the

co-chairs and/or the CEO to discuss the

charity and the role of the trustees.

Trustees are appointed to the board for a

term of 3 years. Any person retiring as a

charity trustee is eligible for

reappointment.  

STRUCTURE,
GOVERNANCE
&
MANAGEMENT



OBJECTIVES

The Nucleo Project’s charitable objects 

are to advance in life and help young

people through:

a) The provision of recreational and leisure

time activities provided in the interest of

social welfare, designed to improve their

conditions of life; and

b) Providing support and activities 

which develop their skills, capacities 

and capabilities to enable them to

participate in society as mature and

responsible individuals.

The Nucleo Project offers musical

education and musical ensemble

participation opportunities to children and

young people, breaking down barriers to

access by running our programme at no

cost to participants.

The project is based 
in North Kensington, 
where 37.3% of children
live in poverty.  

The Nucleo Project strives to bring

together children from across the full

spectrum of the local community, to work

together towards musical goals. 

Through our work, we aim to develop not

only their musical abilities but also their

personal and social skills, with the ultimate

goal of helping to broaden their horizons

and equip them to fulfil their potential as

members of a community, and as

individuals in whatever life paths they

choose.
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ACTIVITIES
The Nucleo Project is an after-school programme offering ensemble-based music education

for children and young people from birth. All activities are free and instruments are

provided (also for free) to all participants. The Nucleo Project is open to any child between

the ages of 0 and 20 who is able to commit to attending the minimum number of weekly

sessions required for his/her age group. Our core programme of activities consists of:

Ages 3-4
1 session per week - group lessons on a

string instrument (violin, viola, cello or

double bass).

Ages 4-7
3-5 sessions per week – participation in an

orchestra and/or group instrumental

lessons. Violin, viola, cello, double bass,

recorder, cornet, baritone horn or

percussion. 

All ages
1 session per week for all students aged 3+

– classes focused on musicianship, musical

literacy and music theory.

All ages
PERFORMANCES

All students who have begun learning an

instrument, at least 1 performance per

term helping them to gain confidence and

take pride in their achievements,

providing them with an opportunity to

share what they have learned with friends

and family. 

Advanced students
SCHOLARSHIP PROGRAMME

1 session per week – additional individual

or paired instrumental lessons offered to

around 30 of our more advanced students

who demonstrate particular potential and

a high level of commitment to their

musical studies.

Ages 0-2
1 session per week - parent/carer and baby

musicianship class. 

Ages 7+
 4-6 sessions per week – participation in

an orchestra or ensemble, including full

ensemble rehearsals, sectional rehearsals

and group instrumental lessons. Violin,

viola, cello, double bass, flute, oboe,

clarinet, bassoon, French horn, trumpet,

trombone, tuba, percussion.



that the whole organisation is working

from the same platform. We have also

made great strides with our evaluation

programme thanks to funding from The

Tudor Trust. We created a new evaluation

framework in consultation with Sound

Connections, who specialise in supporting

music organisations with impact

assessment. In September, Valentina

Wright joined us as Learning & Evaluation

Manager. Over the course of the year she

has conducted research using student

surveys, parent surveys, musical progress

assessments, enrolment data, lesson

observations and case study interviews.

Valentina has passively involved every

enrolled student in this research, using data

gathered at enrolment and from teacher

progress reports; roughly 250 students and

180 parents have been actively involved in

the research by participating in surveys,

teacher reports, observations and case

study interviews. 

PERFORMANCE
&
ACHIEVEMENTS

Organisational Progress 

The impact of the pandemic on our

working methods necessitated a rapid

transition to digital systems. MyMusicStaff

facilitated the implementation of our

online teaching programme by providing a

framework for the management of student

attendance and scheduling. Our staff are

now very familiar with this system and it

will continue to benefit us as we move back

to full-time in-person teaching. The

management team has been using

Microsoft Office 365 and Teams in order to

work effectively from home. This has

improved the flow of communication and

resulted in improved data security. This

will be rolled out to the teaching and

assistant teams in the coming year, such  



14 impact points were measured under the

headings of: students’ social skills (e.g.

listening & communication); students'

personal skills (e.g. self-sufficiency);

students’ musical skills (e.g. ensemble

playing); and promoting equality &

cohesion across socio-economic divides.

The data showed that all 14 impact points

were being well achieved, and most

exceptionally so, including those of

engaging students, giving them a sense of

belonging, and developing self-

confidence. A wealth of feedback was

collected from students and parents 

about the teaching programme, which has

been collated and passed on to the

relevant teaching staff. This included

numerous expressions of praise for

existing practices, as well as some

suggestions for development.

Despite the cancellation of all live events

and the impact of Covid-19 on funders,  
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it has been a reasonable year for

fundraising performance with £401k

raised this financial year, as compared

with the £437k total at the end of the 2019-

20 financial year. 

We underperformed against budget in the

areas of corporate donations and events

fundraising. This was largely because of

the impact of coronavirus on businesses

and on our ability to produce live events.

With respect to trust and foundation

income, we expect some challenges in the

year ahead owing to the termination of

both specific Covid funding schemes and

multi-year grants. However, we have a

strong body of impact evidence which we

hope will strengthen our appeal to new

funders and help us to attract repeat

grants. With Covid restrictions now

minimal, we also hope to see event and

corporate donations grow over the coming

year.  



As mentioned in last year’s report, Nucleo

has been implementing a consolidation

plan with four key aims: reducing our

reliance on our founder/CEO; developing

greater proof of impact; working on youth

leadership; and broadening our funding

sources. Most of the necessary work had

been completed by the release of our last

report, and our intention was for all steps

to have been implemented by December

2020. The changes have meant substantial

improvements in financial processes and

reporting, coordination and organisation

of the programme, and our enrolment and

evaluation processes. 

In December 2020 we said a very fond

farewell to our founding Chair of Trustees,

Chris Hodges. Chris had been with  
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The Nucleo Project since we first began in

2013, overseeing its development into the

organisation it is today that serves over

300 children in our community. In

February 2021 Richard Davey stepped

down from the board to give more time to

new ventures. Their experience, wisdom

and unfailing generosity will be greatly

missed. We are very grateful to Stephen

Hermer who has acted as Interim Chair. 

Finding suitable premises for such a large

programme has been an on-going

challenge. In 2019 we were delighted to

find a home at Queen’s Park Primary

School. Sadly they will no longer be able

to accommodate us from January 2022;

we are therefore looking for a new

teaching venue. 
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instruments which we currently pay to

store and a desire to restart face-to-face

staff meetings next year, having one would

certainly be useful. In the meantime, we

have a new postal address, which is where

we are registered with the Charity

Commission; this is the most cost-

effective option in our present

circumstances. 

  

Another change that has taken place this

year is the move out of our office on

Freston Road, which had been kindly

donated. It was not possible to occupy this

space during the lockdown, as it was

required for other purposes and there was

nothing to be gained in hiring a new space

before the lifting of restrictions. We have

functioned well without an office, but with

a growing team, a collection of 

  



ACCESS AND
INCLUSION
During the period of reporting:

47%
of the children enrolled live in

areas that are in the lowest
20% nationally on the IDACI

ENROLMENT FOR THE YEAR 

In 2020 enrolment increased from 323 to an average of 331 students.

Sept Nov Jan Mar May July

400 

300 

200 

100 

0 

86%
of the children and young 
 people enrolled identify as

members of the Global Majority

 
Students attend 
different schools 
and speak over  100
45

 
different 
languages
at home 

Based on English Indices of Deprivation 2019

33%
of the children enrolled receive

Free School Meals



MUSICAL
EXCELLENCE

During the period of reporting:

4
students passed Grade 8 
with merit or distinction

ASSESSMENT OF MUSICAL PROGRESS

5
students have been invited to

join the Royal College of Music
Junior Department or RCM /
Future Talent programme 

Teacher assessment of students aged 7+, based on progress over the
academic year. 

0 25 50 75 100

Good technique. Autumn Term 

Good technique. Spring Term 

Good technique. Summer Term 

Good musical expression. Autumn Term  

Good musical expression. Spring Term 

Good musical expression. Summer Term 

Confident reading music. Autumn Term 

Confident reading music. Spring Term 

Confident reading music. Summer Term 

Confident playing in a group. Autumn Term 

Confident playing in a group. Spring Term 

Confident playing in a group. Summer Term 

46
students passed an 

ABRSM exam 

4
students have been invited to

join the Chineke! Juniors

14
students passed an ABRSM

exam with distinction



SOCIAL ACTION
THROUGH MUSIC

During the period of reporting:

EVALUATION OF SOCIAL SKILLS
Data obtained through self-evaluation questionnaires 

0 25 50 75 100

Sense of belonging to a community. Autumn Term 

Sense of belonging to a community. Summer Term 

Empathy. Autumn Term 

Empathy. Summer Term 

Listening and communication. Autumn Term 

Listening and communication. Summer Term 

EVALUATION OF PERSONAL SKILLS

Data obtained through self-evaluation questionnaires 

0 25 50 75 100

Self-sufficiency. Autumn Term 

Self-sufficiency. Summer Term 

Self-awareness. Autumn Term 

Self-awareness. Summer Term 

Self-confidence. Autumn Term 

Self-confidence. Summer Term 

Resilience. Autumn Term 

Resilience. Summer Term 



To secure premises that are suitable for

our growing programme in terms of

facilities and location

To establish an inclusive culture and

continue developing more inclusive

practices 

To ensure that diversity is a core value

throughout the organisation  

To develop communications and

continue building our reputation as a

leader in our field

To diversify funding streams and

develop sustainable income streams, and

increases in core funding and repeat or

long-term donations

Our key objectives for the future are:

To continue to approach our outcome

measurement in a more detailed and

developed way

To continue supporting the professional

development of our current teaching

team, and to develop a programme for

the training of top calibre instrumental

and ensemble teachers who are

knowledgeable in Nucleo's methodology

and philosophy

To develop a replicable model for the

possible expansion of our project 

To consider growth beyond the current

capacity of our teaching site and delivery

team

PLANS FOR
FUTURE
PERIODS



FINANCIAL
REVIEW

to provide a level of working capital that

protects the continuity of our work 

to provide a level of funding for

unexpected opportunities 

to provide cover for risks such as

unforeseen expenditure or unanticipated

loss of income. 

Reserves Policy

Reserves are that part of a charity’s

unrestricted funds that is freely available to

spend for any of the following reasons. The

Nucleo Project maintains free unrestricted

reserves: 

The board of trustees will review the above

criteria with reference to The Nucleo

Project’s strategy and Annual Plan and

determine the target level of free reserves to

meet these criteria.

The board of trustees will at times

designate funds from free reserves for

significant project costs or replacement of

major assets. 

It is current policy that a minimum level

of reserves should be held equivalent to

three months of running costs in order to

be able to continue to provide a service to

our beneficiaries. 

Funding Sources

The principal funding source for The

Nucleo Project during the reporting

period has continued to be grants from

trusts and foundations. These can either

be designated for general and ongoing

running costs, or for the delivery of

specific projects within the scope of our

activities.

  



Risk Management

The trustees recognise their responsibility

for the management of risks faced by the

charity (both financial and otherwise). A

risk register is maintained by one of the

co-chairs and reviewed annually by the

board, or whenever an arising risk is

brought to their attention.

At present, the greatest risk to the charity

is the human resource risk that arises due

to significant dependence on key

members of the delivery team. The

charity plans to mitigate this over the

coming years by building, developing and

training the team in order to reduce this

dependence. As we grow we are cognisant

that space is an issue and so we are actively

engaging with other institutions to source

larger premises.
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Public Benefit

The trustees have had due regard for the

Charity Commission’s guidance on public

benefit and are confident that the activities

of the charity provide current and on-

going benefit to the public.

  


























